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07.05.24
TBAT: solve a range of division questions

3 in 3

1. 500 - 18 x 4 =

2. 597,340 = 500,040 + ______ + 300

3. What is 3/5 added to 3/6?

Which answer is bigger?
14 x 7 or 12 x 8 ?



Daily 5

1. 72 x 8951 =
2. 1 = __/10

3. 5 x 2 3/6
4.  19% x 250 =
5. 160 x 4=



07.05.24
TBAT: solve a range of division questions

Solve:

1323 ÷ 7 =

8064 ÷ 84 =

A school buys 1122 pencils in total. 
The school has 11 classes. How many 
pencils will each class receive?

If one class did not 
need any of the new 
pencils, how many 
pencils would the 
other classes now 
receive – round your 
answer to the nearest 
whole.



07.05.24
TBAT: solve a range of division questions

Blue
A man ran 22 miles in 308 minutes. On 
average, how long does it take him to run a 
mile?

Green
A pupil has collected 780 stamps. He 
has 15 pages in his stamp book. How 
many stamps will be on each page?

If his stamp book 
had 16 pages, how 
would this change 
your answer? Give 
your answers to 2 
decimal places if 

needed.

Independent



07.05.24
TBAT: solve a range of division questions

Challenge

Mastery 

When a number is divided by seven, the answer is 
three remainder four. What is the number?

1. 2064 ÷ 8 =

2. 1764 ÷ 7 =

3. 5670 ÷ 15 =

4. 2046 ÷ 22 =

5. A box of sweets contains 357 sweets in 
a total of 21 packets. How many sweets 
are in each packet?

6. A local football club’s full attendance 
equals 192 people. If there are 12 rows 
of seats in the stadium, how many 
people sat in each row?

Mastery with GD

Write in the missing number. 32.45 ÷ ___ = 253.11



Tuesday 7th May
Spelling Revision



Tuesday 7th May
TBAT: write a narrative from a character's perspective.

2 in 2
Partner Discussion



Tuesday 7th May
TBAT: write a narrative from a character's perspective.

Have they used 
cohesive devices?

Have they included 
Y5/6 words?

Have they included 
KS2 punctuation?

Challenge – What 
would you change to 

improve it?
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Tuesday 7th May
TBAT: write a narrative from a character's perspective.

CGI Animated Short Film HD "Rubato " by ESMA School | CGMeetup (youtube.com)

Watch the clip from hearing the sound of his metronome to the end.

Where are you at this part of the story?

What are you doing?

What can you see, feel, hear?

Challenge – Use a range of KS2 punctuation - () "" : .



Tuesday 7th May
Reading Intervention

KS2 English
SAT Buster

Reading
Non-fiction
Book One

Drive-in to 1950s America


